Engage with us in January,
Go Live by April.

It doesn’t take long to start reaping the benefits of the Avetta supply chain solutions. Reengage with us
in January and we can go live by April. That gives you 9 months of supply chain excellence in 2021– no
more administrative bottlenecks or manual tasks. By joining Avetta, you’ll gain great strides in
protecting and improving your supply chain–and many of those benefits are immediate.
As an Avetta member you get instant access to:
A global network of 100,000 suppliers to help source new projects
An exclusive online marketplace where you can get discounts on safety products, insurance,
and safety related services
Global and experienced HSE & Sustainability teams to drive strategy and performance.
Within one month of joining Avetta, Deciem, an international manufacturing
organization, was able to achieve a 32% increase in their contractor count.

Within three months, the benefits grow
exponentially.
In the first month of a partnership:
Our Implementation & Technology teams scope and deliver a technology platform
configured specifically to each new client’s requirements.
In the second month of a partnership:
Our Supplier Success team assists suppliers in setting up profiles in new clients’ platforms,
completing prequalification questionnaires and loading required documents in their
profiles.
New clients gain a competitive procurement advantage by leveraging the Avetta platform to
source new suppliers from the 100,000 suppliers registered with Avetta.
In the third month of a partnership:
Our Audit team reviews any supplier documents requiring audits, identifies gaps and
communicates deficiencies to suppliers for resubmission.
New clients can require their registered suppliers to provide critical information like site
orientation training, licenses, certifications, background checks or drug screening for their
employees coming on site.
Internal stakeholders can utilize their platform for supplier performance reviews and
scoring.
Internal stakeholders can mitigate risk, improve safety and make data driven decisions with
dashboard visibility to each supplier’s information and compliance status.
Many of your suppliers are already in our system, so what’s holding you back?
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